A little bit off the beaten track this one... I wrote my undergraduate dissertation, very broadly, on the topic of graphene micro-super capacitors. I was astounded at the achievements of some researchers who were able to manufacture devices which were of comparable performance to some L-Ion batteries. Why do you think that we are still pursuing chemical battery technologies, as opposed to making the logical (some would argue) step towards a next-generation technology which has many far reaching implications, not just in power generation/storage? Thanks for your time! toolemeister Good question. I think these may fill a niche, but for high energy density applications -lithium ion batteries are necessary. I have not seen system based volumetric energy densities that compare well between the two technologies. But we definitely need to explore alternative technologies such as these for those applications where ultracaps meet performance and cost targets. DAS Hi Reddit! Lithium ion batteries are complex combinations of components that we increasingly depend upon for our phones, our computers, our entertainment, and our vehicles. At Wildcat Discovery Technologies, we apply high throughput/combinatorial research tools and techniques into the discovery and development of materials to improve lithium ion batteries. New active materials can enable lighter, smaller batteries that can provide better range for electric vehicles. Longer lifetime, improved safety, and better wide temperature performance can be achieved through development of new electrolytes. You can read more about our discoveries at www.wildcatdiscovery.com. I have a background in electrochemistry and material science, and having been working on lithium ion battery materials for over 10 years in industrial settings. Tune in to the ACS Webinar on Thursday, 3/10 at 2pm ET to hear more details how your cell phone battery works, and also how it fails. Register for free at http://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/acs-webinars/technologyinnovation/batteries.html.
Honestly, all I want to really know is when do you think my iPhone will be able to go a good 2-3 days of actually heavy daily use days before needing to be charged. ecib I love this question. The answer is never. With every improvement in the battery, the cell phone company wants to add more features (and so do you). Bigger screen, brighter display, more apps, touch screen features, etc. All those features are designed to work such that your phone can (hopefully) last a day with recharge overnight. The batteries will continue to get better, but the phone will continue to to get even better. DAS When should you recharge if you want to optimise the lifetime of your battery? From what Ive read you should probably recharge when you have around 50% power remaining.
Col_Shenanigans
Here are a few things I would do to optimize the life of a battery. 1) Don't leave it in your hot car. 2) Don't charge it if the battery is very cold. 3) If you are not using the device for a long period -leave it around 50% charged. Other than that, the battery management system is designed to charge/discharge the battery to achieve the specified cycle life of the battery. DAS Hello, Thanks for taking the time to do this! Do you think it is important to start transitioning away from Lithium ion batteries to other types like Sodium ion which are made of more abundant resources? What do you think is the biggest reason why a transition away from lithium ion batteries is not critical? Thank you.
FuzzyGold
Great question! From what I've seen, lithium supply is adequate and there are recycle approaches that can be cost effective at volume. DAS Hi there Dee! Thank you for your time and your answers! When you mention new active materials that will enable more of these batteries in electric vehicles, can you give certain examples? What exactly do you mean by active in this case?
As far as I understand it is the cathode material that is limiting in terms of performance for lithium ion batteries in large-scale applications, so what materials (lithium iron phosphates or Li-Mn, etc.) do you think are the most promising right now, and what makes them so (structure, property, etc.)?
Thank you once again for your time! Hope you enjoy the rest of this AMA enlightening us about all this! aduket2406 Active materials -we need cathode materials that contain more lithium per unit weight or volume than today's cathodes. Or cathode materials, such as layered oxides, where we can access more of the lithium. Currently, if too much lithium is removed -the structure becomes unstable. Efforts to stabilize these materials (dopants, coatings, etc.) are vital to achieve steady progress in improving energy density without compromising cycle life. High Ni layered oxides are very popular right now -but we need chemistry solutions to stabilize those structures and identify electrolytes that are not oxidized at the surface. AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY AMA: MY NAME IS DEE STRAND, AND I AM THE CHIEF SCIENTIFIC OFFICER AT WILDCAT DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGIES. ASK ME YOUR LITHIUM ION BATTERY QUESTIONS! : REDDIT Active materials can also mean higher capacity anodes, such as silicon. However, silicon progress is also slow due to the volumetric changes in this material during use. I think the intermetallic/alloy space would be a good area to explore more fully. DAS Thanks for taking time to do this!! I have 3 questions. Fell free to answer some, all or none. 1) Lithium battery cycle life can be greatly improved by reducing the maximum charge voltage and increasing minimum discharge voltage. Is here an optimum window within which battery life impact is negligible? 2) Cycle degradation and calendar fade are the two main causes of battery performance decrease, with both strongly affected by temperature. Do they aggregate (I.e. cd+cf = performance fade) or is it just whichever one is more apparent that limits the performance? (I.e. max(cd, cf)) 3) NMC and NCA seem to be the main Go-To chemistries right now. What's next on the horizon??
Thanks so much!!! The_Beer_Engineer You're welcome!! 1) yes -reducing the voltage window improves cycle life, but also reduces the energy density. Most devices have battery management systems that set the voltage limits to ensure the device hits the specified cycle life. A battery in a hybrid electric vehicle operates over a very shallow state of charge range -to yield hundreds of thousands of cycles. A plug-in hybrid operates over a wider state of charge, with a target cycle life of a few thousand. A full EV battery will need to use as wide a state of charge as possible and balance energy density (driving range) with the target cycle life. 2) Great question -with batteries, the answer is often "it depends." It depends on the source of the degradation. Think of it in terms of performance. You need a certain capacity out of the battery and you need a certain power from the battery across a range of states of charge. People are most familiar with capacity fade due to loss of lithium -when your 6 hour laptop battery now only lasts 2. However, power fade is also a big problem -and it can be caused during storage, particularly at higher temperature. As this occurs, your battery might be able to deliver the target power when fully charged -but when you are only 30% charged it can no longer do so. This is a real concern in vehicle applications. 3) We need new chemistries on the horizon!!! There aren't many in the pipeline. DAS Hi there! I am curious undergraduate student who's working with supercapacitors with four questions for you.
1) What are the limitations of Li-ion batteries given it's power density and cyclic stability?
2) Any ideas on how to recycle the Li-ion battery after usage given that it has become so popular that people may tend to forget how to dispose of them properly (similarly with lead in the past)?
3) Are there any features that the Li-ion battery fails in that a composite material combining a battery and a supercapacitor can achieve that a Li-ion battery alone cannot? 4) What advice do you have for a student like me who is deeply interested in energy storage on applying for further studies and future research in the field?
:D dasleepyguy Glad you are interested in the field! 1) I think the ultimate limitation is cost. Materials and designs exist for many different performance targets -but currently are just too expensive. If lithium ion batteries were really cheap -we wouldn't worry so much about cycle life in an EV, we could just replace them on a regular basis. 2) I am not an expert on recycling, but there are several large companies that have AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY AMA: MY NAME IS DEE STRAND, AND I AM THE CHIEF SCIENTIFIC OFFICER AT WILDCAT DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGIES. ASK ME YOUR LITHIUM ION BATTERY 
. if I had a Tesla, I would park it in the garage (but that's for other reasons).
No -cold weather won't hurt your battery if you're not using the battery. But don't charge it when it is cold -that can result in lithium plating on the anode. I would guess the battery management system on the Tesla might not allow charging below a certain temperature, so you wouldn't have to worry about this so much. DAS In reference to specific battery cells, 18650, 18350, etc. have we reached a scientific plateau in capacity and discharge rate? It appears that we have been floating around 2500-3000mAH and 20-25A(continuous) for a while.
Aspiring-AMWF I think 18650 capacity has been steadily increasing, and there are cells with greater than 3000 mAh out now. A lot of the progress has been on better electrode/cell design and increasing voltage. Introduction of small amounts of Si will also give a small improvement in energy density. Regarding discharge ratethat usually is less of a problem. There are some high power products on the market (of course, they have lower energy density). DAS What do you think of Qualcomm's Quick Charge technology, is it damaging to a battery to charge at that higher currents? Gold_Diesel I don't really know what the technology is. However, there are many improvements that can be made with good algorithms in the battery management system. In general, it can be damaging to charge a battery too fast -as lithium plating will occur on the anode. Most BMS systems will operate to prevent this. DAS AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY AMA: MY NAME IS DEE STRAND, AND I AM THE CHIEF SCIENTIFIC OFFICER AT WILDCAT DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGIES. ASK ME YOUR LITHIUM ION BATTERY Parasitic reactions result in self discharge of the battery. That usually isn't a problem for standard lithium ion at normal temperatures.
Hello and thank you for taking time to do this.
One of the security issues I have seen with Lithium is that once it meets with water there is a violent reaction.
My question is there a way to make lithium less dangerous if it comes in contact with air or water?
Reason if anyone was to pierce a lithium batters and flush it there could be a catastrophic outcome.
perhaps I am overthinking this but wanted your input on this as well.
jabb0
Rechargeable lithium ion batteries typically do not contain lithium metal -they are based on lithium containing cathode and a graphite anode. However, it would not be a great idea to pierce any battery as you will short it and generate a lot of heat. Remember, lots of energy packed into a small space should be treated with care. DAS I am a Certified Hazardous Materials Manager currently working in Afghanistan on the only project of civilians charged with recycling, neutralizing, denaturing, etc of all of the hazardous materials produced or abandoned on US military bases during the now 15-year war. The project is now four years old and I've been with them for close to three. I've heard stories from the older colleagues that did this same project in Iraq of a very large lithium battery fire after a few guys pulled the tabs to discharge them and threw them back into the containment. I've personally amassed tens of thousands lithium batteries for shipment, separation and consolidation, and then shipment by air to Germany for recycling. The only fire that I've had to respond to was a small pallet sized fire that started the same way the 'hundred thousand lithium battery fire of Iraq' started (The fire department let it burn itself out). I have a few drums of lithium batteries currently in my hazardous waste yard with a Class-D fire extinguisher onsite. There were probably a few million of these batteries out here used by the Army before our yearlong consolidation, shipment, and recycling effort finished last year. (They're in such supply because they're 30% lighter and last up to ten times longer than their Ni-Cd / NiMH counterparts).
As my research tells me, these batteries are just about 3% lithium, but they seem to have a (albeit VERY SMALL) chance of starting a fire if discharged or if they come into contact with water. Airlines have already banned them in cargo and (don't quote me) in the cabin as well. http://batteryuniversity.com/learn/article/battery_recycling_as_a_business What safety measures are currently in place inside the battery to protect them from being accidentally discharged or coming into accidental contact with water? What else could be done to make them safer? More containment?
CouthDecay I don't know what might be in the specific batteries you handle. However, a battery pack or module should have safety features to limit the current from an external short. DAS AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY AMA: MY NAME IS DEE STRAND, AND I AM THE CHIEF SCIENTIFIC OFFICER AT WILDCAT DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGIES. ASK ME YOUR LITHIUM ION BATTERY QUESTIONS! : REDDIT From everything I've read, the LiFePo4 chemistry has better stability than the Lithium Ion batteries. Is there a reason we don't see more of these commercially? It seems it would solve issues with a lot of consumer electronics catching fire.
shit_eatin_grin There are a lot of LFP batteries on the market -particularly in Asia. However, they lack the energy density required for a lot of US consumer applications (like phones). LFP operates at a lower voltage than other cathode chemistries, reducing the energy density. DAS I smoke an E-cigarette which uses a 18650 li-ion battery. My mom is constantly harassing me about it potentially exploding while I am using it. Even if something were to occur, wouldn't the battery just vent the lithium flare out from the top? Or would it actually explode? the_injury I'm not sure what would happen, but there's quite a lot of energy packed into a small volume -so the outcome depends a lot on the failure mechanism. A dead short on a fully charged battery will have different results than failure due to overcharge. Be sure your E-cigarette has a high quality battery management system. DAS Greeting, and thank you for participating! I'm interested in lithium ion battery technology for the purposes of standalone PV systems. Which particular lithium chemistry, in your judgment, would work best in an application like this? (Assuming that the batteries would be store in "room temperature" conditions.)
Could you also add a word on safety of these new batteries? There is a lot of (mis?)information out there that lithium technology still has not gotten over the fire risk issues.
Warm thanks! aintnocoffeeshop
The nice thing about these types of system is that you can relax a little on the energy densitybecause you're not necessarily constrained to minimize weight or volume. Also, several months back there was discussion on Reddit about lithium-oxygen batteries with far greater potential safety, charge density, and longevity. Has further research brought this any closer to being market ready? Have there been any findings that would make this battery impractical to bring to consumer usage?
Thank you for your time. Also, if I'm completely wrong on everything here, don't be afraid to say so.
tablesix Lithium ion batteries can be capable of thousands of cycles -such as those used in PHEV and EV applications. However, they cost more. The typical consumer grade lithium ion battery is designed for a performance and cost that is acceptable for the device. 300-500 cycles on a phone gives you 2 years, which most people find acceptable (as they want a new phone with improved features at that time). DAS I work in a computer repair (Apple, specifically) shop, and often deal with the dreaded swollen battery once they hit the three to five year range. What causes this exactly? Along those lines, what's to prevent the same thing from happening to a Prius? For snowbirds that winter in Las Vegas, for instance, if they leave their Prius in the uncooled garage during the summer, are they going to come back to their Prius a few feet off the ground? ronh3
The batteries swell due to gas formation. There can be a lot of mechanisms for this as batteries age. Batteries used in automotive applications have a little more space "built in" for this. However, they also use components (more expensive) that will help minimize this. For example, electrolyte purity is critical to give long cycle life and reduce gassing. Automotive batteries use EV grade electrolytes that can help with this. DAS When lithium ion batteries get old and release gas, causing them to expand...what is actually happening in there?
Also thanks for doing this AMA, you rock! Pagetayl0r Thanks! Gas is generated by a few different mechanism. First, the organic electrolyte is not stable on the anode -resulting in formation of the solid electrolyte interphase layer which then protects the bulk electrolyte from the anode potential. That all sounds great -but gas is generated during the formation of the SEI. In large format batteries, this gas is removed by the cell maker after the first few cycles. However, the SEI is not 100% stable -so when it degrades, and more SEI is formed during the battery use, more gas will be formed. Likewise, parasitic reactions of the organic electrolyte on the cathode surface also will result in gas formation during the battery use. DAS AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY AMA: MY NAME IS DEE STRAND, AND I AM THE CHIEF SCIENTIFIC OFFICER AT WILDCAT DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGIES. ASK ME YOUR LITHIUM ION BATTERY QUESTIONS! : REDDIT
